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Preliminary Investigation of the Disaster Damages 

in Sri Lanka caused by Indian Ocean Tsunami 
January 18, 2005 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The large-scale earthquake occurred off the coast of Indonesia’s Sumatra Island on 

December 26, 2005 caused devastating damages around the epicenter but the resulted 

tsunami also struck hard the countries surrounding the Indian Ocean. Japan Water Forum’s 

mission is to contribute to the resolution of various water related problems in the world, and 

that it is our intent to make a difference for the people affected by this disaster.   

The disastrous situations in the affected areas and the magnitude of the damages have 

already been transmitted through mass media. Japanese government is also providing 

assistance to the countries affected, including financial assistance and dispatch of medical 

team. NGOs are also conducting various relief operations.  

What can we as Japan Water Forum do?  We considered that in order to determine how 

we can contribute we should see the real situation at the site. To this end, Japan Water 

Forum sent a team of 3 staffs to Sri Lanka from January 12 to 17.  

Overview of Galle
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Mr. Lalith Dassenaike, our former colleague from the Secretariat of the 3rd World Water 

Forum, the predecessor organization of Japan Water Forum, now lives in Sri Lanka. We were 

informed that his relatives and friends were victimized by this disaster. We are encouraged 

that many of our former colleagues who have worked together with Lalith have expressed 

their desire to contribute in our mission to assist the people affected.  

 

 

Result of Investigation and Proposed Future Activities 
 

We believe that the investigation team was able to identify some of the areas where Japan 

or Japan Water Forum could contribute in assisting reconstruction and future disaster 

prevention in Sri Lanka. We will promote among the members of Japan Water Forum 

including the Japanese government and private companies to join in the efforts, especially in 

the issues mentioned below, and we as Japan Water Forum will continue to make concrete 

contribution. 

 

1）Transfer of Experience by Japanese Government 

The existing records show that this tsunami that struck Sri Lanka resulted in the largest 

tsunami damage that the country has ever experienced. Preventative measures were almost 

not existent and the post disaster response was hardly adequate. The response of the 

government was not quick, and the central and regional governments did not seem to be 

working in a close collaboration. The Japanese government has the experience in dealing 

with numerous disasters including earthquakes such as the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, 

Chuetsu Earthquake, and tsunami disasters such as the one that struck Okushiri Island at 

the time of Hokkaido Nansei Earthquake. We felt that there should be a transfer of 

experience of the Japanese government in coping with such disasters.  

 

2）Assistance for recovering the will for reestablishing livelihood 

Reestablishing the livelihood of people is a critical issue in the areas that have suffered 

great damage. Construction of houses and infrastructure is important, however, supporting 

those who have suffered from disasters by mental care is also important. For an example, 

volunteers or persons who have experienced past disasters in Japan could visit the tsunami 

affected areas and share their experience of reconstructing or reestablishing livelihood from 

the citizen/community levels. Such personal exchange of experience could mentally support 

those suffered and create/reinforce their will for reestablishing their livelihood.  

 

3）Voluntary assistance activities by private companies 

Many of the international companies from Europe or North America are sending their staff 

on site at the affected areas or at the camps to provide assistance and respond to the various 
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local needs such as provision of food and relief materials. There are expectations for 

Japanese companies to also collaborate with the local branch offices or related companies 

and actively conduct voluntary activities at the affected areas.  

 

4）Sharing information on relief operations at site 

In order to realize the above mentioned assistance activities, it is important that information 

on the relief operations conducted by Japanese government, private sector and NGOs, etc is 

being shared at the site. For this, an information center function will have to be established 

(we believe that there is a possibility that Japan Water Forum could fulfill such a role).  In 

such a case information regarding the site, including the current situation on infectious 

disease such as malaria and dengue fever, will need to be accurately grasped and 

appropriate measures have to be taken in order to ensure smooth operation at the site.    

 

5）Communication of accurate information  

Rumors such as “fish is feeding off the remains of victims of tsunami” have been driving 

people away from eating fish or buying salt. Such situation is causing additional suffering for 

the tsunami affected fishermen. Furthermore, tourism, the important industry in Sri Lanka, is 

suffering a devastating damage due to the transmittance of exaggerated information on 

infectious disease such as malaria. It is important that accurate information is appropriately 

transmitted and inaccurate information and rumors are removed as soon as possible.    

In case of infectious disease, malaria is only found in parts of the northern region of Sri 

Lanka, and is not found in Colombo or in most regions of the country. Dengue fever, however, 

can still be found in Colombo and the surrounding areas.  

Mass media has been providing us the images and stories of the affected areas every day.  

The affected sites are indeed in disastrous conditions and still have long way to go before 

being fully reconstructed. However, the lives and economic activities of other parts of the 

country are no different than before. The reconstruction of the affected areas is a serious 

issue, however in order to promote the reconstruction, it is important that the economic 

activity of the country is not to be diminished.  There are assistances other than provision of 

relief materials or construction of infrastructure that we can provide. Revitalization of tourism, 

the important Sri Lankan industry, can be one of them.  

 

6）Reestablishment of people’s livelihood in fisheries 

Those who has been most affected by the recent Tsunami are the fishermen. There are a 

large number of people who lost lives and houses, and many more, especially fishermen, 

have lost boats and nets necessary for fisheries and daily goods for their lives. 

Reestablishment of their livelihood is a big challenge.  

For example, fishermen whose fishing area is the inner sea formulated by lagoon in the 

Northern Colombo cannot start fishing until many boats are collected from the bottom of the 
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sea and remains are recovered. This situation should be settled as early as possible to 

enable reestablishment of fishermen’s livelihood. Assistance by Japanese construction 

companies is desirable. 

 

7）Assistance through exchanges by youth  

Various activities for assistance have been implemented by churches, temples and NGOs 

in the affected areas. Students’ organizations also are contributing through fundraising and 

clearing of the affected areas. Assistance activities by youth such as this case is effective in 

disseminating lessons learned from disaster experience to the next generation. Japan Water 

Forum will encourage Japanese young people such as the Youth Water Japan to cooperate 

with students’ organizations in affected areas in order to facilitate experience and knowledge 

exchanges. 

 

8）Lessons leaned from disaster experience 

It is important for us to pass on the fears of Tsunami disasters to the next generations in 

order to ensure future disaster prevention and reduction. However, we do not know when 

such an enormous disaster as the recent Tsunami could happen again and thus it is difficult 

to continue to pass on fears in the long-term. One of our proposals is that a monument or a 

plate, which tells the height of Tsunami, can be put up around the pubic facilities and 

churches nearby the affected areas so that local residents and tourists can learn and be 

reminded that an enormous Tsunami has hit the area in the past.  
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<Photo Gallery> 
Destruction of Railway Station 

There is seashore at right side of the picture. 
Railway was bended by TSUNAMI in places. 

A heap of rubble 

A heap of rubble covering the ground in coastal zone 
towns and villages. 
The hole of round shape was a well for water supply. 

Church 

A church near Paiyagara South Station and people 
preparing for the reconstruction of railway. 

Time of TSUAMI attacked 

A clock found backyard of a school, pointing to the 
attacked time of TSUNAMI.   

Fishing Boats on the road 

There are 10 -15 fishing boats capsized or washed up on 
the road at Beruwala coastal zone. 
 
 

Lively Town 

Even in a coastal area, there are less damaged towns, 
having already recovered and become lively.   
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Bended Railway and Flowed Sleepers 

Imagine, through a bended railway and flowed railway 
sleepers near Kosgada, how enormous TSUNAMI's 
impact is. 

Restoration works 

Restoration works have already started in some places by 
volunteers.  
More labor and professional skills are demanded for 
restoration works. 

Children Victims of TSUNAMI 

Children are cheerful, but a grandmother and an elder 
sister on the girl on the second right have not been found 
yet. 
 

Train stopped by TSUNAMI 

There were many passengers on a train when it was 
stopped by TSUNAMI. 

 
 

Train stopped by TSUNAMI 

A locomotive of a train is missing. 

After TSUNAMI 

TUNAMI washed away not only houses and railways but 
also telegraph poles and coconut trees. 
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People's life in the camp 

People in the camp near Hikkaduwa. 
 

People's life in the camp 

People in the camp near Hikkaduwa. 
 

People's life in the camp 

Water tanks installed by the volunteers.  

People's life in the camp 

A volunteer doctor with children in the camp near 
Hikkaduwa. 
 

Camp located in the temple at Galle 

This camp is located in the temple on a hill of Galle. 
People need to use the pomp to get water though it is half 
broken. 

Camp located in the temple at Galle 

800 people are based in this camp, which main sponsor is 
an European company.  More than 40% of the people in 
this camp are injured.  
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Management by UN Coordinator 

 
A UN Coordinator is dispatched to every district.  The 
responsibility of the UN Coordinator is to  manage relief 
goods and to report the situation of the camps.  The 
photo shows the figures in the camps at Galle.   

Seashore in Matara 

There are many gavages on the beach of Matara, which 
locates in the southern most part of Sri Lanka. 
Everybody wishes that their beautiful beach with many 
tourists  would be back soon. 
 

Toilets in the villages with temporary houses (tents) 

A Village with temporary houses is prepared for those who 
are planning to leave from the camp in order to reconstruct 
their lives.  Over 800 people of 108 households will move 
to this village for their new life. 
Toilets are provided by the local NGO.  This type of toilet 
can be installed cheaply and quickly.  

Toilets in the villages with temporary houses (tents) 

Inside of the toilets installed by the local NGO. 
 
 

Showers in the villages with temporary houses (tents)

Showers installed in the villages with temporary houses. 
 

Where to go? 

Used water will be drained out into a ditch directly. 
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Villages with temporary houses (tents) 

People who evacuated to the school will move to this 
village.  It will receive the people from Jan. 15 2005, the 
day when this picture was taken.   

Inside of the tent 

On tent will be allocated for each family.  Average of 8-9 
people will live in the space shown here. 

Evacuation and rehabilitation 

People learn how to build the house with bricks at the 
Technical Training Center installed in the village. 

Fish Market 

After TSUNAMI, a rumor started to circulate. "Fishes eat 
dead bodies, and if you eat them, you will be sick."  
People do not buy fishes because of this rumor. 
In addition, many fishermen suffer damages in their ships 
and fishing gears.  They lost their willingness to go 
fishing.  

 
 

 

 


